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Initial Screening and Pre-Exam Screening Test 
 

The use of multiple techniques including prescreening tests, interviews, simulation, and exercises in 

selection decisions is common. Given that the choice to use multistage selection is a pragmatic one, it is 

important to anticipate the effects on key selection outcomes of various choices made in multistage 

selection (De Corte,Lievens & Sackett 2006). Anderson and Shackleton (1986) indicate that the quality of 

new recruits depends upon an organisation’s recruitment practices, and that the relative effectiveness 

of the selection phase is inherently dependent upon the calibre of candidates attracted. 

CSS exam attracts a large pool of candidates.  Pre-exam screening test of these applicants can help 

reduce the number to a more manageable size who will then go forward into a more rigorous evaluation 

phase. Introducing an aptitude test will provide FPSC an opportunity to make a more focused and 

informed decision when it comes to the identification of potential candidates for conclusive testing.  

Administering aptitude tests in conjunction with the other testing and selection techniques could be 

advantageous due to following reasons. 

1. It provides an opportunity to test large number of candidates and help select more suitable 

candidates for further evaluation. 

2. It can save the opportunity time and cost of administering the full length written tests and 

subsequent evaluation of a large number of candidates.  

3. It is expected that introduction of the pre-exam aptitude test could improve the recruitment 

yield of the overall selection process.  

 

Design of Pre Exam Screening Test 
 

Different types of aptitude tests are in practice (c.f. Bobko, Roth & Potosky 1999) that include skills, 

knowledge, ability and personality tests.  

 Skills Tests:  Typically these are easy tasks relating to an important function of the job, such as 

keyboard/typing speeds or data entry. 

 Knowledge Tests:  These are designed to measure how much a candidate knows about a 

particular aspect of the domain. A knowledge test should be based on a particular topic that is 

relevant to the job to ensure a candidate has the required level of knowledge. 

 Ability Tests:  Typically these tests are used to measure cognitive or mental ability.  Ability tests 

have been related to performance levels and are based on presenting candidates with 

workplace scenarios and asking them to explain what they would do in a given situation. 
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 Personality Tests:  Many personality tests exist, but, the one most commonly used in 

employment screening measures five basic factors of personality – (1) openness to experience, 

(2) extroversion, (3) agreeableness, (4) conscientiousness, and (5) emotional stability.  This test 

is often used for sales positions and there is evidence that personality testing can be used to 

predict performance. 

 

These tests vary in their scope, identification of an appropriate test depends upon the purpose and 

objective of evaluation. Keeping in view the purpose and objective of pre-exam screening test for civil 

service, the aptitude test should: 

1. Evaluate the understanding of candidate in multiple domains of knowledge 

2. Gauge the analytical aptitude of candidates. 

3. Evaluate skills necessay for contemporary civil service. 

These parameters indicate the pre exam screening test shall largely be a knowledge test. Generally,a 

knowledge test is based on a particular topic that is relevant to the job but to use it as pre-exam 

screening test, the scope of knowledge needs to be broadened to multiple domains. Thus, the following 

domains have been identified to design the test. 

i. Geography 

ii. History of Pakistan 

iii. Management Skill 

iv. Basic Mathematics 

v. Basic Statistics 

vi. English Comprehension 

vii. Urdu Comprehension 

viii. Analytical Ability 

ix. Situational judgment 

x. Customer Focus 

 

2. Test type and sample items of the pre exam screening test are attached in Annexure A. 

 

Furthermore, the following guidelines may be observed to design and administer the exam. 

a. To start with, the difficulty level of the test may be set at elementry level knowledge in 

the selected domains. 

b. From each area, 10 questions shall be asked to make it a “100 questions” multiple 

choice exam.  

c. This shall be a time bound exam of one hour and thirty minutes. 

d. This test carries 100 marks and all questions shall carry equal marks.  
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e. The selected 100 questions shall be distributed to make five papers in such a way that 

these are same in terms of content but the placement/sequence of questions is each 

paper is different from others.  

f. These five different papers shall be randomly distributed in each exam center.  

g. The exam shall be held on same date at same time throughout Pakistan. 

Note: FPSC may outsource the administration of this exam to a testing service provider.  

 

Procedure and Guidelines 
Initial screening1 will be done on the basis of history profile. It includes information on age, domicile, 

qualification, and CNIC. This information will be collected electronically through an e-recruitment 

system.  

For e-recruitment the following steps shall be followed 

3. Advertising 

4. Online registration 

a. On a specific web based form all intending candidates shall register 

b. They shall fill in their name, age, gender, domicile, terminal qualification, service 

preference, mailing address, email and CNIC 

c. All information shall be recorded in the database 

5. Screening of Candidates 

a. Through CNIC a parity check2 shall be run to verify  

i. Name 

ii. Age 

iii. Gender 

iv. Qualification3 

v. Service preference 

 

b. At this stage no degree verification shall take place to avoid extra cost and time.  

6. Communicating the Screening Decision 

a. For verified candidates, a letter mentioning role number, date, time and address of 

exam center shall be sent through email. 

b. For non-verified candidates, letter of regrets mentioning the cause shall be sent via 

email. 

7. Pre Exam Screening Test 

a. This shall be time bound exam of one hour and thirty minutes. 

b. It shall comprise of 100 multiple choice questions from 10 areas.  

                                                           
1
 This should be used in line with existing screening policy of FPSC. 

2
 Arrangements with NADRA may be made in this regard. 

3
 See Annexure G for required minimum qualifications and cadre specific qualifications in Annex H. 
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c. From each area 10 questions shall be asked.  

d. This test has 100 marks and all questions shall carry equal marks.  

e. Serial numbers of questions in the selected paper shall be changed to from five papers 

having same questions but the sequence of questions in each paper is different from 

others. 

f. These five different papers shall be randomly distributed in each exam center.  

g. The exam shall be held at same time throughout Pakistan. 

8. Short listing for written test 

a. FPSC shall define the qualifying score and number of candidates to short list a pool for 

written test on merit.  

b. Short listed pool shall be informed about the written test, date, time and venue through 

email and letter on mailing address.  
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Annexure A: Pre-Exam Screening Test: Tentative Sample Items 

Geography 

Sample Questions 

1. Mountain belts are the relief features of 

 (a) First Order  (b) Second Order  (c) Third Order  (d) None of these 

 2. The seismic sea wave travels at speed of ____ Per hour.  

  (a) 200 to 300 KM  (b) 500 to 800 KM  (c) 350 to 450 KM (d) None of these 

History of Pakistan 

Sample Questions 

1.  Aligarh Muslim College started by Sir Syed Ahmed khan in 1877 had a clear program   

a. To keep the Muslim community abreast with western knowledge  

b. To make Muslims learn Arabic and Persian only  

c.  To give students military education  

d. To educate Muslim youth to be politically active 

 

2. During the Khilafat Movement, "Chauri chaura" tragedy assumed greater significance. 

 Which of the following incidents was peculiar to that  

a. Country-wide strike of the traders  

b. A police station was burnt in a village  

c. Communal riots erupted  

d. The people refused to pay Government taxes 

 

Management Skills 

Sample Questions 

1. Which of the following statements about conflict is true?   

a. Conflict does not always occur because of misunderstandings 

b. Conflict can always be avoided 

c. Disagreements always signal that the relationship is on the rocks 

d. Conflict is always bad 

2. A manager who chooses inappropriate goals for the organization, but makes good use of 

the organization's resources in pursuing these goals is said to have:  
a. low effectiveness/ high efficiency.  

b. medium effectiveness/ low efficiency.  

c. high effectiveness/ high efficiency.  
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d. medium effectiveness/ medium efficiency. 

 

Basic Mathematics 

Sample Questions 

1. Price of sugar is increased by 25%. The percentage of consumption to be decreased so that 

 there would be no increase in the expenditure is 

 (a) 18%                 (b) 20 %    (c) 22%                   (d) 24% 
 

2. Twelve men take 6 hours to finish a piece of work. After the 12 men have worked for 1 hour, the 

 contractor decides call in 8 more men. How many more hours would 20 men take to 

 complete the remaining work? 

 (a) 2                   (b) 3    (c) 4                   (d) 5 
 
 

Basic Statistics 
Sample Questions 

1. Which of the following is an example of nominal data? (one correct choice)  
a. Number of people on a course  
b. Cancer staging scale  
c. List of different species of bird visiting a garden over the past week  
d. Popularity rating of top ten television program  
e. Heart rate 

 
2. What is the main difference between the median and mean?  
  a. The median uses the ranked  values whereas the mean uses the frequencies   
  b. The median uses the ranked values whereas  the mean uses the actual values  
  c. The mean uses the ranked values whereas the median uses the actual values  
  d. There is no difference e. The median uses deviations whereas the mean uses   
  the actual values 
 

English Comprehension 

Sample Questions 

1. The police questioned the passer-by to find out the __________ of the accident. 

 (1) cost  (2) cause  (3) coarse   (4) course 

      2. The children laughed when the school bully fell and hurt _____________.  

 (1) itself  (2) himself  (3)  yourself  (4) themselves 
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Reading Comprehension 

Once there was a young chimpanzee named Zack. He loved peanuts and was always very happy when 

his trainer rewarded him with peanuts for tasks that he did. Occasionally, the trainer also fed him 

almonds, hazelnuts and even chocolates. However, Zack could never resist peanuts. As days passed, 

Zack grew greedier and greedier. No matter how many peanuts his trainer gave him, he always wanted 

more. Zack had observed that his trainer kept the peanuts in a glass jar which he often carried with him 

in his haversack. Zack started to plan how he would steal the jar. One day, Zack’s trainer left his 

haversack near Zack’s cage while he went to attend to another chimpanzee which was injured. That was 

the opportunity Zack was looking for. Excitedly, Zack reached for the haversack from behind the bars. He 

opened up the haversack and found the glass jar. However, when he tried to bring the whole jar into the 

cage, he found that the bars were too close together. Zack tried to open the jar with all his might. After 

struggling for a while, Zack succeeded in opening the jar. Greedily, he reached in for as many peanuts as 

his hand could possibly hold. However, now with his fist full of peanuts, Zack could not get his hand out 

through the narrow neck of the jar. Zack tugged and pulled until his hand was sore but still he never 

thought of releasing any of the peanuts. Impatient and scared, Zack started to cry. The sound of the 

rattling cage brought Zack’s trainer running back. “You silly chimp!” The trainer exclaimed when he 

realized what had happened. “Your greed has trapped you. Now let go of the peanuts and you will be 

able to get your hand out.” Zack listened to his trainer’s instructions and was able to free his hand. 

1. Zack knew where the peanuts were kept because he ___________________.  

(1) observed his trainer  

(2) could smell the peanuts  

(3) searched for the peanuts  

(4) was informed by the trainer  

        2.  Zack did not take the whole jar of peanuts because ____________________.  

 (1) the jar was too slippery and fragile  

 (2) he did not want to eat all the peanuts  

 (3) he could not carry the jar in one hand  

 (4) the jar was too big to go through the bars of the cage 
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Urdu Comprehension 

Sample Questions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Analytical Ability 

Sample Questions 
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Situational judgment 

Sample Question 

QUESTION: You are appointed to lead a new project. In your responsibilities, you have to identify and 

select two persons with the required skills. The two people that you have selected don't want to work 

together, due to an old conflict between them. What is the most effective solution? 

1) Select the two people and follow closely the evolution of the project. 

2) Meet each worker individually and explain why they are important on the project. 

3) Organize work on the project individually for each person and so as to reduce as much as 

possible the interactions between them. 

4) Select one person to work on the project and find someone else less skilled for the second 

position. 

 

Customer Focus 

Sample Questions 

1. The services a customer expects are called the ______service package.  

 a. Expected  b. Augmented  c. Primary   d. Secondary   e. Perceived 

2. The purpose of customer service in highly customer centric organization is to  

 a.Provide good service b. Satisfy the customer c. delight the customer d. Increase the sales 
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Annexure: H (Cadre Qualification requirements) 
 

Note: There will be 20% marks in the recruitment for relevant degree. 

Administration/Management  

Required Qualification: (16 years of education),  Business Administration, Public Administration. 

 Human Resource Management  

 Required Qualification: (16 years of education), Business Administration, Human Resource 

Management 

 Economic Development  and Planning  

Required Qualification: (16 years of education), Economics/Agriculture/Development/Industrial/  

Political Economy 

Infrastructure Development  

Required Qualification: (16 years of education), Urban Planning, Rural Planning, Engineering (All 

fields) 

 Information & Communication Technology  

Required Qualification: (16 years of education), Computer Science  IT Management, 

Telecommunications 

Legal Affairs  

Required Qualification: (16 years of education) law. 

National Security  

Required Qualification: (16 years of education), Defense Studies,Strategic, Studies, Law, 

Criminology, Public Administration,Public Relations 

Media and Communications  

Required Qualification: (16 years of education),  Mass Communication/Broadcasting,  Journalism 

 Transportation  

Required Qualification: (16 years of education),  Transportation 

 Food & Agriculture  
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Required Qualification: (16 years of education), Water Management/Agriculture Sciences, Food & 

Nutrition, Livestock. 

Foreign Affairs  

Required Qualification: (16 years of education), International Studies, International Relations, 

History, Political Science 

Climate Change and Disaster Management  

Required Qualification: (16 years of education),  Geology/Geophysics, Environmental Sciences, 

Environmental Engineering, Sustainable Development, Forestry, Civil Engineering 

Taxation and Revenue   

Required Qualification: (16 years of education), Accounting, CA, Economics, Public Policy 

Energy Management and Research  

Required Qualification: (16 years of education), Renewable Energies, Electrical/Electronics  

Engineering  

Healthcare and medicines  

 Required Qualification: (16 years of education), MBBS, Pharmacy, Public Health/Community  

 Primary and Secondary Education  

Required Qualification: (16 years of education),  Education ( MEd)  

Higher Education  

Required Qualification:  (16 years of education),  (Any Field) 

Generalist Cadre  

Required Qualification: (16 years of education), Anthropology, Pakistan Studies, Religious Studies, 

Psychology, Philosophy. 

 Urban Planning  

Required Qualification: (16 years of education),  Urban Planning/Development 

 Water & Power  

Required Qualification: (16 years of education), Electrical engineering, Water Management 
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